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Abstract
Context: There continues to be concern that research is not addressing the challenges that practice faces. For the benefit of academia and industry, researchers need to be aware of practitioners’ challenges and their context so that relevant and applicable research is undertaken.

Objective: This paper investigates two research questions: what challenges do agile practitioners face? and, how do practitioner challenges manifest themselves in an organisational setting? It aims to map the practitioner challenge landscape, explore challenge characteristics, compare findings with previous literature and identify implications for research that is relevant to practice.

Method: A combination of methods was used: elicitation of practitioner challenges collected using a Challenge Wall at a series of practitioner events; organisational Case Study using interviews, document analysis and observation; and online Survey. Findings were then compared to previous publications.

Results: Challenges collected from the Challenge Wall were grouped under 27 subthemes and seven themes: Claims and Limitations, Organisation, Sustainability, Culture, Teams, Scale, and Value. Investigating one challenge in the Case Study uncovered a set of new challenges, which were inter-related. Over 50% of survey respondents experienced challenges highlighted in the Case Study.

Conclusion: The landscape of agile practitioner challenges is complex and intertwined. Some challenges, such as doing agile in a non-agile environment, are multi-dimensional, affect many aspects of practice, and may be experienced simultaneously as business, organisational, social and adaptation problems. Some challenges, such as understanding cultural change or measuring agile value, persist and are hard to address, while others, such as adoption, change focus over time. Some challenges, such as governance and contracts, are under-researched, while others, such as business and IT transformation, have been researched but findings have not had the expected impact. Researchers wishing to address practitioner challenges need to treat them in context rather than in isolation and improve knowledge transfer.
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1 Introduction

Successfully adopting and using agile approaches within an organisation is challenging. As agile approaches mature and their use becomes more widespread [1], the nature of the challenges that practitioners and organisations face is changing. New challenges are emerging and the focus of existing challenges is shifting, reflecting the current state of practice. Some challenging activities, for example setting up a Scrum team, have been the subject of research and are now better understood [2, 3]. There is a growing body of research literature, experience reports, books and guidelines providing suggestions for those seeking help. Even so, some known challenges still pose problems in practice. Additionally, new challenges are emerging as organisations push the boundaries of existing techniques and try new approaches or move into unknown territory.

Agility is a very broadly understood concept that is difficult to define clearly [4]. The Agile Manifesto declaration and principles remain the de facto delineation of agile [5] to which authors frequently refer. In practice, discussion often focuses on specific methods, but even then there are many options for organisations to choose from. A recent survey [1] confirms that a wide variety of methods are used in industry; the most common being Scrum, followed by: 'home-grown' approaches, Extreme Programming (XP), Scrum/XP Hybrid, Lean Software Development, Feature Driven Development and Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM). In this paper the term 'agile practitioners' is defined widely to mean anyone working in an organisation who is involved in either making decisions about agile or using an agile approach. This covers a wide range of roles from executive directors to software developers. We have not imposed our own definition of agile on this work, but follow Lyytinen and Rose [6], in relying on research participants to use their own definitions of agility.

If academic research is to be relevant to practice, researchers need to keep abreast of practitioner challenges, have a grounded understanding of them, and be able to tackle the changing landscape of practitioner challenges as it evolves. This paper seeks to address two research questions:

RQ1: What challenges do agile practitioners face?

RQ2: How do practitioner challenges manifest themselves in an organisational setting?

The first research question explores the landscape of practitioners' agile challenges. The aim is to capture an overview of challenges - the breadth rather than the depth. This question is addressed by the Challenge Wall study described in section 3.1. The second research question explores challenges within organisations and aims to uncover rich detail about those challenges. This is addressed by the Case Study described in section 3.2 and the Survey described in section 3.3.
In answering these research questions we also compare the current landscape with previous reports of practitioner challenges, consider what challenges have been tackled in the research literature, and discuss the nature of agile practitioner challenges.

This paper is an extended version of Gregory et al. [7], which presented a snapshot of challenges gathered from practitioners using a Challenge Wall and discussed how the challenge landscape has changed. This extended paper continues and deepens that discussion by bringing in empirical data from an organisational Case Study and a Survey and exploring challenge characteristics.

In this paper, Section 2 presents previous literature on the need for industrial engagement with academic research and previous investigations of practitioner challenges. Section 3 has three sections. The first introduces the Challenge Wall and presents the results of a thematic analysis of challenges collected during 2013 and 2014; the second presents a Case Study and reports a detailed investigation into practitioner challenges in one organisation; and the third presents results from an online Survey undertaken to expand insights from the Case Study. Section 4 returns to the research questions and discusses the implications of the findings and Section 5 presents conclusions.

2 Related Work

A series of papers has charted the progress of agile research since its early days. In 2003 Abrahamson et al found ‘a jungle of emerged software development methods’, and a lack of empirical evidence to support ideas [8]. In 2008, Dingsøyr et al [9], stated that the primary challenge for agile research was to combine academic rigour with industrial relevance, suggesting that researchers could use research methods such as action research as a way to increase relevance and impact. In a systematic review in the same year, Dybå and Dingsøyr concluded that there was a need for more empirical research, and suggested that researchers should aim to understand the drivers of agile adoption as well as its effects [10]. The call for more research continued in 2009 by Abrahamson et al. [11], who also identified a need for more rigour and industrial studies, as well as highlighting a lack of clarity about what was meant by agility. More recently the research landscape has changed. Both Dingsøyr et al in 2012 [12] and Chuang et al in 2014 [13] have reported an increase in published research, indicating a maturing field.

Research in agile has addressed a number of specific topic areas highlighted in several systematic literature reviews; these include reviews of the state of research, synthesis of research themes and identification of challenges. For example, a 2011 review of agile global software engineering literature [14] concluded that research was increasing but there was a predominance of industrial experience reports which report on modifications to practice based on contextual factors. A 2014 review of
communication in agile global software development identified seven research themes, and reported that about half of the chosen papers were experience reports [15]. The predominance of industrial experience reports in the agile literature has been noted by a number of authors [14-16]. Experience reports are extremely useful as they tell a contextualised story about an organisation, and in doing so describe practice, suggest practical techniques, and provide guidelines. However, there are limitations to this type of literature. They rarely use theory or try to develop a deeper understanding of the phenomena and situations they report on. They also usually tell positive stories of problems solved rather than describing persistent difficulties, worsening situations or failures. As a result they provide snapshots of successful practice, but almost certainly do not represent the state-of-the-practice. Indeed, few papers describe major unresolved problems or failures, resulting in a general publication bias towards only reporting success. Since many lessons are learnt in response to mistakes and failures, this bias, although unsurprising, is not helpful. This problem is not specific to the agile area, and has been noted in other disciplines [17].

Industrial experience reports have limitations but so does academic research, in particular, guaranteeing its relevance to practice. To address this limitation, other approaches have been used to identify research questions. For example, during a panel discussion at XP2010 (http://xp2010.org/) practitioners said researchers did not always address questions they wanted answering. During the rest of the conference delegates were asked to suggest and vote on topics that should be researched, in order to create a prioritised list of 'burning issues' for the agile research community [18] (see Table 5). During an XP2013 workshop Dingsøyr and Moe elicited and ranked eight research challenge topics for large-scale agile software development [19] from a mixture of practitioners and academics. Topics were, in ranked order, Inter-team coordination; Large project organisation/portfolio management; Release planning and architecture; Scaling agile practices; Customer collaboration; Large-scale agile transformation; Knowledge sharing and improvement and Agile contracts. Taking this approach to identifying research questions is a more direct way of ensuring research relevance, but how relevant the challenges are to practice depends on who is suggesting them.

The work presented in this paper explores challenges with agile development. Several attempts have been made to categorise challenges faced in the application of agile. Gandomani et al. [20] identified four categories of challenges faced by organisations when migrating to agile: organisation and management; people; process; and tools related challenges. This classification is based solely on existing literature. Using grounded theory, van Waardenburg and van Vliet [21] investigated the challenges caused by the co-existence of agile methods and plan-driven development, and discussed mitigation strategies for those challenges. This work is based on 21 interviews with agile practitioners from two large enterprises in the Netherlands. They organised the challenges under two categories:
‘Increased landscape complexity’ and ‘Lack of business involvement’. The paper exposes consequences of the former category as ‘Problems with communication’, ‘Dependent definition of done’, and ‘Difficulties to create change’. The consequences of the latter category are ‘Problems with requirements gathering’, ‘Slow reaction to change’, ‘Problems with requirements prioritisation’ and ‘Limited feedback from the business’. For both challenge categories, mitigation strategies were proposed that focused on communication between the agile and traditional part of the organisation, and the communication timing.

Conboy et al [22] identified nine themes for challenges experienced by 17 large multinational organisations using agile methods. The research focused on challenges encountered by people involved in the agile development process. The themes were: developer fear as a result of the transparency of skill deficiencies; the need for developers to be “master of all trades”; dependency on social skills; deficiency of developers’ business knowledge; the need to understand and learn values and principles of agile, not just the practices; lack of developer motivation to use agile methods; implications of devolved decision-making; the need for agile compliant performance evaluation; and absence of specific recruitment policies and absence of trained IT graduates for agile.

These related works are discussed further in section 4.1 and 4.3 in the light of our findings.

3 Investigating Practitioner Challenges

This section presents three studies undertaken to investigate agile practitioners’ challenges. Section 3.1 reports the Challenge Wall study, undertaken to answer RQ1, what challenges do practitioners face? Section 3.2 reports a Case Study investigation of challenges experienced by the London office of a large financial organisation, undertaken to answer RQ2, how do practitioner challenges manifest themselves in an organisational setting? Section 3.3 reports an online Survey developed to investigate further the Case Study findings, and to further explore RQ2.

3.1 Challenge Wall

This section reports how a Challenge Wall (Figure 1) was used to collect challenges from agile practitioners and presents a thematic analysis of the findings.

3.1.1 Approach

A Challenge Wall was deployed at five Agile Conferences and events between October 2013 and October 2014: the Agile Business Conference, London, October 2013 (www.agileconference.org); DSDM Members Day, Manchester, November 2013 (www.dsdm.org); XP, Rome, May 2014 (www.xp2014.org); AgileNorth, Preston, June 2014 (www.agilenorth.org); and the Agile Business Conference, London,
October 2014 (www.agileconference.org). Attendees were mostly agile practitioners and business representatives, except for the XP Conference in 2014 that was attended by a mixture of practitioners and academics. Four of the events were based in the UK; the XP Conference was based in Rome. Practitioner and business attendees represented a range of organisational roles. The job roles of attendees at the 2013 and 2014 ABC Conferences and the DSDM Manchester Members Day 2014, the only events about which we had access to such data, are shown in Figure 2.

The Challenge Wall was set up by positioning a poster in a visible place in the conference or event venue and providing a stack of pens and small blank challenge cards. Delegates were encouraged to fill out the cards anonymously (Figure 3), and these were then attached to the wall next to the poster for others to read. Delegates wrote one challenge per card, and could fill in as many cards as they wished. The Challenge Wall gradually grew throughout the event, and became a trigger for discussions between delegates and the authors about the nature and context of the challenges identified.

A thematic analysis approach was used for data analysis [23]. Three researchers each completed an independent thematic analysis of the challenges. These analyses were done separately, with no initial list of themes. Each researcher used their own individual approach. Two researchers worked by
identifying codes first which they then grouped into subthemes, the third focused solely on identifying subthemes. The two different researchers reviewed the independent lists. They verbally clarified the meaning of the descriptors used by the other researchers, and created a merged list of subthemes. Merging started by looking at subtheme names and their associated challenges, and went on to identify high-level themes, which were used as grouping mechanisms for the more detailed subthemes. Discussion focussed on whether to merge or split subthemes, finding appropriate names for subthemes, and identifying broad themes at the right level of granularity. For example, 'Culture' and 'Changing Mindsets/Culture' had been identified as subthemes by two of the independent analysts, but a distinction between organisational culture and national culture had not been made, so the reviewers created these as themes. They regrouped the data into nine themes and 27 subthemes. This set of themes was revised again through discussions between all researchers using Skype calls and emails, and the final set of seven themes and 27 subthemes was agreed. For example, through group discussion at this final stage it was decided that 'Organisational Culture' and 'National Culture' would be more appropriate as subthemes grouped under the broader theme of 'Culture'.

3.1.2 Findings

One hundred and ninety-four challenge cards were collected. Four were disregarded as inappropriate, because they were too difficult to understand. As a result of the thematic analysis described above the remaining 190 challenges determined the seven themes and 27 subthemes. Table 1 shows the themes and subthemes along with a description and an example challenge from each subtheme (excerpts of collected data are shown in italics). The table is ordered, largest first, by the number of challenges in the themes and subthemes, with the number of challenges in each group provided in brackets.

The thematic analysis of the Challenge Wall data highlighted two striking groups containing a high number of challenges: Claims and Limitations with 46 challenges (with the dominance of misconceptions, shortcomings, and hype), and Organisation with 44 challenges (with most highlighting business concerns, management buy-in and understanding, stakeholder commitment and engagement and a concern for agile within a non-agile environment). Culture, Teams and Sustainability were
medium-sized groupings. Scaling and Value were the two smallest thematic groups. Value only contained seven challenge cards.

The challenge statements were diverse, as shown through the identification of 27 subthemes. Some challenge statements were brief, for example:

‘Getting started’; and

‘Tailoring’.

Others were lengthy, for example:

‘Agile is just an umbrella term. So agile itself cannot be a problem. Adoption of agile approaches depends on understanding of the many techniques and ability or willingness to adopt an appropriate set of them. Flexibility or lack of it is the main problem’.

There was some repetition of content, for example four agile in a non-agile environment challenges were almost identical:

‘Using agile in waterfall environments’; and

‘It is agile but business still have a waterfall thinking’; and

‘It is agile but most of the business are not’; and

‘It is agile, rest of business isn’t’.

Nevertheless there was a lot of variety. Challenges were expressed at different granularities, so some were quite high level, for example:

‘Fully engaging the business’.

Others, however, were more detailed and at a lower level of granularity, for example:

‘The system team having a different opinion of “done criteria” compared to a sub-team. The sub-team counted “done” as working in the system, whereas the system-team only called each ‘unit’ as “done” prior to integration. We (the sub-team) felt this was naïve.

Some of the challenge statements covered many topics, and were therefore difficult to classify, for example a challenge such as:

“Changing from a command and control/mechanistic worldview to a future of autonomous, self-managed agents in a systemic organisation is too much if the system does not change itself – including leaders”.

This was classified under the subtheme Organisational culture in the Culture theme but could also have been classified under Commitment/engagement in the Organisation theme or Team practices in the Teams theme or Process improvement in the Sustainability theme.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Theme</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Description of Subthemes</th>
<th>Example Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td>Claims and Limitations (46)</td>
<td><strong>Misconceptions (23)</strong>: The multi-faceted aspects of agile are open to many different interpretations</td>
<td>‘Shallow Adoption’ where practices or processes are followed mechanically without deep insight into underlying values’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shortcomings (14)</strong>: Areas where information is sparse, limited or where methods are used inappropriately</td>
<td>‘Credibility in areas it has not traditionally been used (e.g. public sector)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Hype (8)</strong>: Misleading or excessive claims about agile approaches</td>
<td>‘It’s become a buzzword and as such threatening its own existence. It has to be implemented thoroughly and comprehensively to get great outcomes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Failure (1)</strong>: Only limited evidence is available about failures</td>
<td>‘Some believe it to be a “silver bullet” to their problems, only to realise and not like that it just exposes their existing issues’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td>Organisation (44)</td>
<td><strong>Business &amp; IT transformation (11)</strong>: Requires business and IT to collaborate to establish agility throughout the entire value chain</td>
<td>‘It’s still seen as an IT methodology. It needs the business teams to buy into it and join the party’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Management buy-in &amp; understanding (10)</strong>: Traditional management may see agile as just another IT method that can be implemented and structured to ‘fit’ existing organisational norms</td>
<td>‘Misconceptions of what ‘agile’ means. Perceived as quicker by business owners’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Agile in a non-agile environment (10)</strong>: Teams successfully adopt agile but operate in an environment where wider organisational structures are more traditional</td>
<td>‘IT is agile but most of the business are not’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Commitment/Engagement (7)</strong>: Success can be challenged by lack of awareness or commitment from other stakeholders</td>
<td>‘It only works if all stakeholders get involved and support the agile process’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adoption (4)</strong>: Concerns around ‘how to’ introduce agile ways of working either into teams or into the wider organisation</td>
<td>‘What is the holistic business case to move to agile?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Fear (2)</strong>: Fear of change and the unknown as agile appears less structured with people ‘doing their own thing’ whilst using a whole new set of jargon</td>
<td>‘Traditional practitioners may fear and resist the change given control moves to the team (self-organising teams)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td>Culture (31)</td>
<td><strong>Organisational culture (13)</strong>: The organisation requires a philosophical belief in people over process</td>
<td>‘Changing from a command and control/mechanistic worldview to a future of autonomous, self-managed agents in a systemic organisation is too much if the system does not change itself – including leaders’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Changing mindsets (7)</strong>: Agile is more than a set of practices used by IT requiring wide ranging change to work patterns</td>
<td>‘It’s a mind set not a methodology. Without a change in mind set the result will not be met’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>National culture (5)</strong>: Differences in national culture, particularly between East and West, compound issues with organisational culture</td>
<td>‘Is it possible to do agile with all nationalities and cultures?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture contd.</td>
<td>Distributed teams (5)</td>
<td>Business realities are often contrary to the agile need for co-located teams, with teams distributed across the UK, Europe or worldwide</td>
<td>'It requires co-location in a digital world, where travel is too expensive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (1)</td>
<td>Providing a safe environment to develop and innovate</td>
<td>'What is the cost for not investing in trust?’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Teams (24)</td>
<td>Team practices (11)</td>
<td>Uncertainty and perhaps lack of training in specific practices or techniques</td>
<td>'How to estimate/ better estimate the effort to support planning?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (5)</td>
<td>Traditional project management approaches of ‘command and control’ need to be replaced by a facilitation style of leadership</td>
<td>'That the manifesto lacks Leadership over Management’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding good people (4)</td>
<td>Agile requires skilled, self-directed and motivated team players</td>
<td>'Getting the right people interested- decision makers and users’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual motivation (4)</td>
<td>Agile philosophies are often at odds with organisational reward structures that value individuals</td>
<td>'It sometimes marginalises lonely problem solvers’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Sustainability (23)</td>
<td>Process improvement (15)</td>
<td>Once adopted, agile requires on-going change and commitment in order to become sustainable and embedded within teams and the organisation</td>
<td>'If it is codified it becomes “bureaucratic” and if not it is too diverse to be taken seriously’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation (4)</td>
<td>Tensions arise when management sees documentation as a way to demonstrate control whilst developers focus on code over documents</td>
<td>'That it has become an excuse not to do any documentation or planning beyond the sprint and product backlog’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts (3)</td>
<td>Standard contracts require detailed upfront specifications that are contrary to the evolving approach of agile</td>
<td>'Some think they need a contract’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge sharing (1)</td>
<td>Needs a positive learning environment to motivate individual commitment in order to establish effective knowledge sharing</td>
<td>'We innovate but we don’t really share innovations’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Scaling (15)</td>
<td>Large projects (10)</td>
<td>Working at programme level where team practices need to scale across multiple teams in large complex projects</td>
<td>'Agility in large projects effecting several applications, platforms, techniques’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance (5)</td>
<td>Traditional mechanisms that ensure projects achieve regulatory or legal compliance are often process driven and bureaucratic</td>
<td>'Have not yet found any clear view on how the ‘governance’ at Business Case level works or could work in relation to outcomes, costs and benefits’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Value (7)</td>
<td>Business value (4)</td>
<td>To counter criticism of waterfall approaches where organisations tended to focus on process rather than product, agile projects must demonstrate value</td>
<td>'Ensuring that projected value is achieved’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement (3)</td>
<td>Many organisation use wide ranging metrics but these are not always appropriate or necessary to agile projects</td>
<td>'The lack of well formulated and defined measurement practices’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.3 Reliability and Limitations

We follow Lincoln and Guba [24] in using credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability to discuss the reliability and validity of qualitative research. Credibility assesses whether the study measures what is intended [25]. It involves adopting appropriate methods, developing familiarity with the research context and establishing that results are believable from the perspective of the research participants. Transferability refers to the applicability of study results to other situations [25]. It is addressed through accurate descriptions of the research context and assumptions brought to the research. Dependability assesses whether the same results would be achieved if the study were repeated. It is addressed by reporting detailed descriptions of the research process to enable future researchers to repeat the work [25]. Confirmability assesses whether findings reflect research participants’ experiences not the preferences of the researchers, and is related to the issue of objectivity [25]. This is addressed through the corroboration of research analysis by more than one researcher and recognition of the study shortcomings. These terms are used below and also in the other Reliability and Limitations sections: 3.2.4 and 3.3.3.

Credibility, transferability and dependability of the Challenge Wall findings are enhanced by the detailed descriptions of the data collection approach and context provided in this section. Collecting data through face-to-face contact with respondents at several events enhances credibility as the researchers are able to confirm that challenges were a genuine expression of respondents’ views. There were several limitations to the data collection approach. Few software developers or testers attend such events therefore their views were not well represented in the dataset. The data capture occurred at conferences, and as participants were outside their normal working environment it is possible that this influenced the challenges captured. The challenge cards were filled in anonymously so they could not be linked to job roles. The events at which data was collected were all ‘pro-agile’, and respondent sampling was potentially skewed by this context. The data set only provides an insight into challenges at a particular time in a continually evolving landscape of challenges.

Confirmability of the analysis was strengthened by the researchers using a process of first working independently, and then collaboratively, to develop an understanding of the data. There were some disagreements between the researchers about theming choices, resulting in the need for negotiated decisions. The credibility of the analysis was not checked with participants, as data was collected anonymously.

3.2 Case Study

The challenge cards presented in the previous section provide an overview of the landscape of practitioner challenges, but they cannot capture any detail or context. Investigating challenges in more
depth requires a different approach that allows the context and detail to be accounted for. A case study is “an empirical method aimed at investigating contemporary phenomena in their context” [26], and hence is appropriate for this purpose. Specifically, as the aim is to investigate practitioner challenges in context, an exploratory case study approach was taken.

Following an email sent to the DSDM members’ mailing list asking for companies facing agile challenges to get in touch with us, the research team were approached in March 2013 by the London-based Office of a large multinational organisation in the finance sector (whom we shall call BigBank). Initially, the challenge they were facing was presented as one of reporting from the agile teams in the London Office to the Head Office, which was based in a different country. Over the course of the case study, it became clear that there were many different challenges being faced by staff in different roles, and working with the London Office staff, the essence of the challenge became characterized as “Agile projects in a non-agile environment”.

### 3.2.1 Context

About two years before the case study started, the London office of BigBank decided to adopt the Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM). DSDM is an end-to-end framework for agile project management and delivery, whose underlying philosophy is to align projects with strategic business goals and deliver early benefits. DSDM does not prescribe any specific engineering practices and so the teams adopted a Scrum-based approach working within timeboxes (the DSDM term for sprints) and using a Prioritised Requirements List (the DSDM term for a product backlog). The DSDM framework also provides guidance for Project Management Office (PMO) management. The PMO is a department, commonly found in large organisations, whose function is to facilitate IT project management across the whole organization by making strategic decisions about projects, programmes and portfolios and ensuring repeatable processes. By the time of the study the London office had adopted DSDM in its entirety, however, the use of DSDM was not mature.

Influential in the decision to adopt DSDM, was the fact that several projects had failed in recent years, which had left uncertainty in the relationship between the Head Office and the London office. This background exacerbated the challenge and brought it into sharp focus. BigBank chose DSDM because they were operating in a regulated environment, and they needed to ensure that the approach they chose provided structure and governance mechanisms as well as agile processes. The agile transition was supported by management, and was achieved by a mix of employee training and help from consultants. Agile culture was gradually embraced and software was being delivered in regular increments. However their projects were approved, budgeted and monitored by Head Office who continued to use a waterfall approach and had a hierarchical structure.
It soon became apparent that the use of agile practices was starting to cause problems between the London office and the Head Office. Representatives from the Head Office appeared sceptical about the agile approach. They always wanted to know more detail and asked questions which seemed to the London office to be irrelevant, or asked for an unnecessary amount of detail. It seemed that they suspected the London Office was not really in control of their projects. As our main contact at BigBank said "There are challenges when reporting to <Head Office>. They expect detailed plans up front, and seem to believe that we are 'making it up as we go along'". The London office tried to address these concerns by training Head Office staff in agile practices and the DSDM framework, mapping the agile process to the waterfall governance process, and using a range of different reporting styles and approaches to communication. However, concerns and challenges remained.

### 3.2.2 Approach

The aim of the case study was to address RQ2: How do practitioner challenges manifest themselves in an organisational setting? To this end, the investigation focused on exploring in depth the challenge being faced by BigBank, and understanding it in context.

Over the course of three months the research team regularly visited the company and collected data using interviews, group meetings and document review. Initially, the researchers were presented with a wide range of issues, which were gradually reviewed and refined. The focus was narrowed onto one project to scope the investigation (that we shall call FireFly). Firefly's aim was to migrate existing systems from a mainframe environment to a framework more commonly used within the domain. Data collection was undertaken when FireFly was in the last quarter of its planned timescale.

### Table 2: List of job roles of Case Study interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jobs roles interviewed</th>
<th>Interview questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager of Project Management Office (PMO) (the gatekeeper)</td>
<td>Semi-structured interview, based around the following questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Project Management Office (PMO)</td>
<td>1. From your experience, what are the biggest problems with reporting between London and Head Office?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile Coach</td>
<td>2. What feedback do you get internally (in London)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visionary for FireFly</td>
<td>3. What feedback do you get from Head Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager for FireFly</td>
<td>4. What is your role in the process of reporting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Regulatory Department</td>
<td>5. Could you please tell us a little bit about your background?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Head of Technology Department</td>
<td>6. Have you worked with agile teams before?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FireFly Sponsor, interface with senior management in Head Office</td>
<td>7. Is there anything else you'd like to add?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Risk Regulation and Data Technology (a developer role)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Internal Audit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The main data collection instrument was a set of semi-structured interviews, conducted during August 2013, with the group meetings and document review providing background and supporting information. Nine interviews were conducted with staff members who were identified by our contact at BigBank as being particularly impacted by the challenge initially identified. Interviews ranged between 20 minutes and an hour. The aim was to get a wide perspective on how the challenge manifested itself within the organisation, directly addressing RQ2. Initially, developers were not represented by any of the interviewees and one was added at our request. However, his was the shortest interview as he was not impacted by the challenges we were investigating. The majority of communication with Head Office was conducted through project managers and the PMO, leaving developers to focus on their daily tasks. Protecting developers from this kind of challenge is a fundamental practice for agile software development. The ten roles represented by the interviewees and the questions asked during the interview are summarised in Table 2; Firefly’s visionary and its project manager were interviewed together, at their request.

Four researchers were involved in data collection and analysis (three of the co-authors and one other researcher). The approach of affinity diagramming [27] was adopted for analysis (see Figure 4). Following this approach, each researcher individually extracted a list of sub-challenges from the data collected and a one-day analysis session was held in order to discuss and consolidate the issues raised. Related issues were collected into groups and the groups were described according to the underlying sub-challenge.

These sub-challenges were then considered in the context of the themes and subthemes identified through the Challenge Wall study.
3.2.3 Findings
The four key sub-challenges that emerged through the affinity diagram analysis were:

1. How can different parts of the organisation communicate effectively when Head Office management values formal, written communication while the London Office agile teams value informal, verbal communication and minimal documentation

2. How to demonstrate control when Head Office management expects certainty of time, budget, and specifications from the beginning of the project but agile emphasises the delivery of fit-for-purpose, business value

3. How to overcome Head Office management perception of re-prioritisation and de-scoping as lack of control

4. How to respond to Head Office management who expect consistency in reporting right from the start even when the use of agile is still maturing.

In order to verify these sub-challenges and the main challenge characterisation, these findings were discussed with our collaborators at BigBank in December 2013. They welcomed the analysis and agreed with the findings. The fact that the original challenge evolved into many different sub-challenges was not a surprise to them, indicating that they recognised the complexity of the situation. In addition, it was clear that they perceived two parts to the first challenge: how to communicate effectively, and what needs to be reported. Building on this analysis and discussion, the main challenge widened its focus from only reporting, and became characterised as “Agile projects in a non-agile environment”.

According to the categories presented in Table 1, this is a subtheme of the Organisation theme, but the challenges were also linked to other themes and subthemes. To investigate this further, these sub-challenges are considered in the context of the other themes and subthemes in Table 1.

The first challenge can be linked to the Organisational Culture subtheme of Culture. The Head Office wanted detailed, formal, hierarchical communication that was fully documented, but the London office preferred to use team-based, face-to-face, verbal communication to discuss detail and to produce minimal, ‘just-enough’ documentation for record-keeping. The documentation overhead demanded by Head Office took additional time for the London team. It undermined their agile approach and indicated a lack of trust. Head Office worked in a different language to the London office so some communication needed to be translated. This took time and introduced the potential for misunderstandings, which in turn sometimes led to additional queries for more information. Also, at Head Office employees rotated positions every two years, which involved not only a role change but also a Department change. This increased the challenge of establishing a mutual understanding of agile.
The second challenge links to the Business Value subtheme, of the Value theme. As the Head Office environment did not fully accept and recognise the agile principles that the London office were using it was difficult to demonstrate progress and achievement of business value. From Head Office’s point of view ‘value’ was associated with projects being on-time, on-budget and delivered according to specification. In contrast, the London office focused on delivering fit-for-purpose products that provided business value. The London office wanted to demonstrate control without retrofitting agile progress reports into templates designed for a waterfall environment, find the right level of detail for measuring and reporting progress and ensure that the information provided was interpreted correctly.

The third and fourth challenges link to the Organisation theme: the third to Management buy-in and understanding, and the fourth to Adoption. The London office was evolving their agile practice to suit their environment, and their approach was not yet mature. Head Office needed educating about the new approach. The Project Management Office (PMO) was still building up their agile knowledge base and introducing new processes. The reporting for different projects was not yet fully consistent and project report templates were still evolving. This compounded the perceived lack of full control and the likelihood that inconsistencies would be seen as problems. Because of lack of buy-in and understanding, Head Office considered some agile techniques such as reprioritisation and de-scoping as indicators a lack of control, rather than legitimate processes. Even small changes to a project’s scope were considered to indicate a lack of control and hence failure to deliver.

The challenges found in the context of BigBank added rich detail to one of the subthemes in Table 1, but they also highlighted the interconnectedness of the themes identified from the Challenge Wall.

3.2.4 Reliability and Limitations
Credibility, transferability and dependability of the findings are related to the data collection approach and context, and the detailed descriptions provided of them. Limitations were the short period of time over which the study was conducted, and the fact that it was undertaken in one organisation. Many of the details described were specific to the organisation itself, as no other organisation would experience exactly the same set of conditions. The work was only done with staff at the London office and there was no access to Head Office staff.

Confirmability was achieved through four researchers working on and discussing the analysis of the data. The analysis was presented to and discussed with several members of BigBank towards the end of the study period to ensure credibility by research participants.
3.3 Online Survey
An online Survey was developed to investigate further the Case Study findings. Specifically the aim was to understand whether others experienced the sub-challenges, and if there were other sub-challenges related to the main challenge of running agile projects in a non-agile environment.

3.3.1 Approach
The Survey asked for the respondent’s role/job, which agile methods the respondent’s organisation had adopted and the extent to which that organisation had adopted agile. The Survey went on to ask whether respondents had experienced the sub-challenges from the Case Study. These were modified from their previous form to better reflect the findings presented in section 3.2, and to be suitable for a survey format. The questions are reproduced in Table 3. Responses were elicited in the form of ‘Yes’, ‘No’, and ‘Don’t know’. The ‘Don’t know’ option was included to capture situations in which respondents could not answer the question because their role meant that they did not have access to that information. The survey was aimed at respondents who were working in the context of "Agile projects in a non-agile environment", but not in exactly the same setting as BigBank. The Survey was developed iteratively and piloted by some staff from BigBank before being released online.

An invitation to complete the Survey was sent to more than 20 agile forums/message boards, LinkedIn and Meetup groups. The forums included yahoo on specific methods (Extreme Programming, Scrum Development, Agile Testing, Agile Project Management, Agile Usability and Lean Agile) and local and international forums (Agile Scotland, AgileNorth, Agile Staffordshire, Agile Wales, BCS Agile, Agile Alliance and Scrum Alliance); the LinkedIn groups were mostly of practitioners (Scrum Practitioners, Agile Coaching, DSDM, Agile Project Management, Agile Project Managers, Lean Agile Software Development Community, Agile .net Practitioners, Agile Coaching, Agile Managers Forum, Agile Project and Program Portfolio Management); the Meet-up groups reached were worldwide (Agile Sydney, Agile London Discussion Group, Agile Project Management, Agile Denver, The Chicago Agile Methodology Group, Agile Auckland, Agile-evangelists, Agile UX and Agile Testing). The Survey was conducted through SurveyMonkey over a period of nine months (June 2014 to February 2015).

Data was analysed using summary statistics and thematic analysis. Answers to closed questions were counted and collated as percentages. Answers to the open question were classified using the thematic classification scheme developed from the Challenge Wall data. Three researchers were involved in the data analysis.

3.4.2 Findings
There were 181 distinct responses to the Survey. The roles of respondents are shown in Figure 5. There was considerable variation in responses describing which agile methods were used. Scrum was used by 43% of respondents, a mix of Scrum and Kanban by 15%, DSDM by 6%, and a mix of Scrum and XP by
4%. Of the other responses 14% mentioned using an ad hoc mix of methods including examples such as 'Scrum/Kanban/XP' and 'Scrum/SAFe'; 4% used a single method including Kanban (2), XP (1), AWD (1), Lean (1), SAMBA (1), SAFe (1); and 13% did not answer the question. Scrum was the most widely mentioned method, included in 69% of respondents’ answers. When asked the extent to which their organisation had adopted agile 76% stated that their organisation had only partially adopted agile, 14% stated their organisation had fully adopted agile and 10% stated their organisation had not adopted agile at all.

Figure 5: Job roles of survey respondents

Summary statistics shown in the three right hand columns of Table 3 show that more than 50% of respondents had faced one or more of the “agile projects in a non-agile environment” sub-challenges identified through the Case Study, providing evidence that they are experienced in a range of settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agile teams struggle to identify how to communicate their progress to management</td>
<td>51.53%</td>
<td>41.10%</td>
<td>7.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile teams struggle to identify what needs to be reported to management</td>
<td>53.61%</td>
<td>36.75%</td>
<td>9.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management expects certainty of time, budget, and specifications from the beginning of the project</td>
<td>75.31%</td>
<td>18.52%</td>
<td>6.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-prioritisation and de-scoping is perceived by management as lack of control</td>
<td>50.62%</td>
<td>38.27%</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management expects consistency in reporting right from the start even when the teams are still in the process of transitioning to Agile</td>
<td>53.99%</td>
<td>33.13%</td>
<td>12.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thirty-six responses were given to the ‘Other (please specify)’ part of the question. These identified ‘them and us’ issues, relating to process, mandatory procedures, micro-management, expectations,
documentation, reporting, lack of experience and understanding of agile. Although these challenges were identified in the context of ‘agile in a non-agile environment’, they also can be classified within different themes and subthemes (see Table 4).

Table 4: Challenges identified in the context of ‘agile in a non-agile environment’ can be classified in different themes and subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Theme</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Example Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claims and Limitations</td>
<td>Misconceptions</td>
<td>‘Management uses the term &quot;agile&quot; to account for pushing the teams harder, even towards constant overtime’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Business &amp; IT transformation</td>
<td>‘Setting proper expectations within other parts of the organization’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management buy-in &amp; understanding</td>
<td>‘During agile adoption, management occasionally micromanages until the Scrum teams have demonstrated a consistent delivery process. Once teams hit their strides with consistent velocities, Management tends to better understand and appreciate agile philosophies’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile in a non-agile environment</td>
<td>Communication requirements for agile team not met by management/non-agile teams’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment/Engagement</td>
<td>‘Customers do not have agile experience’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption</td>
<td>‘Nobody knows agile except for me. One of my challenges is bringing a large number of people up to speed not just with the ‘rules’ but also the ‘why’ so that they can make pragmatic decisions’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Organisational culture</td>
<td>‘People are uncomfortable with the team members being accountable for the outcomes and results’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changing mindsets</td>
<td>‘Parts of the team still want to work according to the Waterfall process’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>‘Inter-sprint priority changes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contracts</td>
<td>‘We struggle to produce documentation that is part of the contract’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These findings illustrate how challenges are not only multi-faceted, but also complex and interrelated.

3.3.3 Reliability and Limitations
Credibility, transferability and dependability of the findings are related to the data collection approach and context, and the detailed descriptions provided of them. Limitations come from the convenience sampling approach used, the use of an online survey which made it impossible to check the credentials of respondents or the accuracy of the answers, and the lack of contextual information gathered about respondents. Confirmability was established by the analysis being undertaken by two researchers, however this could not be checked with participants as data was collected anonymously.

4 Discussion
The work presented in the previous section focussed on answering two research questions. This section returns to those research questions and discusses the implications of our findings. Section 4.1 summarises findings in answer to RQ1 and discusses how the landscape of challenges has changed over
time by comparing our findings with previous research on agile practitioners' challenges. Section 4.2 summarises findings in answer to RQ2 and discusses why challenges are difficult to characterise by considering thematic perspectives and the systemic nature of challenges in organisational settings. Section 4.3 compares the landscape of challenges identified in this paper with topics investigated in the research literature and discusses the implications for research that is relevant to practice. Section 4.4 discusses overall limitations and generalisability.

4.1 What Challenges Do Agile Practitioners Face?
In answer to RQ1, 'What challenges do agile practitioners face?' 27 subthemes and seven themes were identified. It was found that practitioners face a wide range of challenges, which can be expressed at different levels of granularity, many of which are multi-faceted and interlinked. The Challenge Wall data provided an opportunistic snapshot of the agile practitioner community's current concerns. But change is inevitable, and we now discuss how practitioner concerns have evolved over time by comparing the Challenge Wall data, collected from 2013 to 2015, with challenges collected at XP2010 and reported by Freudenberg and Sharp [18] (Table 5).

Table 5: Comparison of themes from this study with practitioners' top ten research questions from [18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freudenberg and Sharp top ten research questions (numbers indicate ranking by size)</th>
<th>Themes/Subthemes (numbers indicate ranking by size)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Agile and large projects</td>
<td>6. Scaling/Large projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Do teams really need to always be collocated to collaborate effectively?</td>
<td>3. Culture/Distributed teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Architecture and agile—how much design is enough for different classes of problem?</td>
<td>6. Scaling/Large projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hard facts on costs of distribution (in $,£,€ and so on)</td>
<td>3. Culture/Distributed teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The correlation between release length and success rate</td>
<td>1. Claims and Limitations/Shortcomings Sustainability/Process Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What metrics can we use with minimal side effects?</td>
<td>7. Value/Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Distributed agile and trust—what happens around 8–12 weeks?</td>
<td>3. Culture/Distributed teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Statistics and data about how much money/time is saved by agile</td>
<td>(Time mentioned in several challenges from different themes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Sociological studies—what were the personalities in successful/failed agile teams?</td>
<td>4. Teams / Finding good people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some research questions from 2010 are still a challenge today although they have changed emphasis, towards organisational concerns and away from internal agile team matters. For example, scaling challenges now relate to organisations, rather than large projects:

'How do you scale up to a large project over many months or even years?';

'Scaling due to complexity (rather than large projects)'; and

'Scaling across a large enterprise/companies.'
The challenge of metrics is now less about side effects and more about what management wants and how to measure value:

‘Agile is about measuring value, but management want efficiency, defect metrics etc. How to demonstrate team is efficient and improving efficiency?’

‘Lack of focus on business value (and identifying what it means).’

Similar concerns were found in BigBank’s first sub-challenge about communicating effectively when Head Office management valued different kinds of communication than the London Office. Co-location of teams is still an issue (under the Culture theme) but trust has emerged as a key concern.

The research questions relating to specificities of agile practice such as: ‘Architecture and agile—how much design is enough for different classes of problem?’; and ‘The correlation between release length and success rate’ seem to have less importance now. The current challenges around agile practices are not ‘how to’ challenges but are misconceptions and shortcomings. For example:

‘It’s hard to make it work with clunky legacy systems’

Or from the Survey findings:

‘Teams and managers breaking out of Scrum methodology & framework to reduce what they perceive as “framework” waste’

The lack of ‘how to’ challenges suggests a move away from understanding agile towards a wider concern of sustainability within more or less hostile environments. The high number of agile challenges in the Organisation theme and of organisation-related ones in other themes reinforces this point.

4.2 How Do Practitioner Challenges Manifest Themselves in Organisational Settings?

In answer to RQ2, ‘How do practitioner challenges manifest themselves in an organisational setting?’, the Case Study revealed a web of detailed, inter-linked sub-challenges. The Survey confirmed that these were experienced in different contexts by over 50% of respondents. Even when a specific challenge area was the focus, other interlinked challenges were uncovered through the study, and we found those challenges could be categorised under other challenge themes.

The challenge analysis shows that some challenges relate to more than one thematic category, and if viewed from a different perspective or investigated in more depth could be categorised differently. For example, BigBank’s main challenge was an example of the subtheme ‘agile projects in a non-agile environment’ in the Organisation theme. However, when this challenge was investigated in depth four sub-challenges were identified. As discussed at the beginning of section 3.2.3 these sub-challenges could be linked to four specific sub-themes in the Culture, Value and Organisation themes.

We suggest that the seven themes are more useful if they are seen as ‘perspectives’ or ‘lenses’. These perspectives are not distinct boxes into which challenges can be fitted, but standpoints or perspectives
from which the challenges can be viewed. The Organisation theme looks at challenges from the standpoint of organisational structures and processes whereas the Team theme uses the perspective of groups of individuals. Culture uses the perspective of the ethos and rules that are in play within working environments. Sustainability uses the standpoint of longevity and time, Scaling uses size and Value uses the perspective of benefit or worth. Claims and Limitations uses the perspective of how agile itself is perceived and how those perceptions themselves create challenges. Seen in this way some agile challenges are multi-dimensional problems that are experienced simultaneously as business, organisational, social and adaptation problems.

The inter-related themes identified in this study reflect the complex and multi-faceted environments in which software is developed. There is a long tradition of applying systems theory to organisations [28, 29]. Also, several authors have used a Complex Adaptive Systems view to explain agile methods in organisational contexts [30-33]. A system is an interconnected set of elements forming a whole that has properties belonging to the whole. A complex adaptive system uses transformative feedback loops to enable continuous improvement, has emergent and potentially unpredictable behaviour, distributed rather than centralised control; a shallow rather than a deep structure; and is enhanced by growth and evolution [30]. From this viewpoint an agile adoption should transform the whole organisation [34]. Some practitioners’ challenges, therefore, are multi-dimensional and either the challenges themselves, or the changes needed to address them, are disruptive to the organisational system within which they sit.

On the one hand this complexity is not surprising, but on the other it provides a salutary lesson for researchers wishing to investigate practitioner challenges. There is a tension between taking account of this complexity and developing specific research questions. It is often the case that resource and funding constraints dictate a tight research focus, but this is at odds with the landscape this work has uncovered. Different kinds of empirical study are used by researchers, which can be broadly categorised as in vivo, in vitro and in silico [35]. The findings here particularly support the need for in vivo case studies, the use of systems approaches to research such as action research [36], soft systems methodology [29] and systems dynamics [37], and recognition that a simplistic view of practitioner challenges is not helpful for practitioners.

4.3 Which Challenges Are Being Addressed by Research?
Findings show that practitioners face a wide range of challenges that change over time, are complex and interlinked. We now look at which challenges are being addressed by research. We compare themes and subthemes from this study with areas identified in Dybå and Dingsøyr's 2008 systematic literature review [10] (Table 6). We discuss findings from this study in the light of a more recent systematic literature review, in 2014, by Chuang et al [13] that highlights what research has been carried out on
specific subthemes. Also relevant, is the investigation by van Waardenburg and van Vliet [21] of agile within a plan-driven environment, omitted by Chuang et al [13].

Table 6: Comparison of themes and subthemes from this study with Dybå and Dingsøyr’s topics [10]*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dybå and Dingsøyr topics</th>
<th>Themes from this study</th>
<th>Subthemes from this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction and adoption</td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development process</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Knowledge sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and project management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human and social factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational culture</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Organisational culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative work</td>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>Team practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team characteristics</td>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>Finding good people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions of agile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer perceptions</td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Commitment/engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer perceptions</td>
<td>Teams</td>
<td>Individual motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Not mentioned in our challenge list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Management buy-in and understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Process improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Process Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Not mentioned in our challenge list)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work practices and job satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Team practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dybå and Dingsøyr identify four topic groups and 13 topics, which are mapped to four themes and nine subthemes from this study.

Organisation, Sustainability, Culture and Teams are themes that have been subject to research interest for some time. For example the topic groupings identified in Dybå and Dingsøyr’s systematic review [10] are reflected in these four themes from our challenge set. Also, van Waardenburg and van Vliet [21] identify ‘lack of business involvement’ as one of their two categories of challenges (the other being ‘increased landscape complexity’) which maps to our subtheme Management buy-in and understanding. Gandomani et al [20] identify ‘organisation and management related’ as one their challenge themes; this includes challenges that we have classified under Organisation (e.g. ‘transforming [...] from “command and control” to “leadership and collaboration”’ that we classified under Business and IT transformation) but also under Culture (‘Changing mindset of people and their organisational culture’ under Changing mindsets). Conboy et al [22] focus on people-related challenges some of which relate directly to subthemes; for example, ‘Developer fear caused by transparency of skills deficiencies’ relates to Organisation; ‘lack of agile specific recruitment policies and suitably trained IT graduates’ relates to Finding the right people (Teams), ‘Lack of developer motivation to use agile methods’ relates to Individual motivation (Teams). However some subthemes within three of these four main themes (Organisation, Sustainability, and Teams), such as Business and IT transformation, Fear, Contracts, Documentation and Leadership, do not seem very evident in the literature searches we have conducted for our industrial partners. This would, however, need to be
confirmed by a more up-to-date systematic literature review. The need for business as well as IT transformation, was of particular concern in the Challenge Wall data, with 11 challenge cards identifying this topic. Examples of challenges identified included:

‘Its take up outside of the delivery function. That it is has been coined by IT for IT without the business guys. Which organisational changes are triggered by IT without anybody noticing/caring/managing those changes?’; and

‘That everyone seems to think that it starts and stops in software development. How other disciplines blend in is a big challenge’.

A similar example from the Survey is:

‘Senior management does not communicate detail of the Agile transformation to middle management.’

BigBank’s third challenge (‘How to overcome Head Office management perception of re-prioritisation and de-scoping as lack of control’) also refers to the need for business transformation.

Scaling is also a topic that has been written about and discussed by practitioners [38, 39]. Chuang et al [13] reference seven papers on scaling, including large or complex projects (searching on ‘scale’, ‘large’, ‘complex’) and none on governance (searching on ‘governance’, ‘PMO’). Dingsøyr and Moe reported from an XP2013 Workshop at which research challenges in large-scale agile development were discussed, that there were few research studies on the topic [19]. A recent systematic literature review on agile governance, identified a small but growing research base [40].

The two themes Value, and Claims and Limitations identified in our challenge set are generally less commonly reported in the empirical research literature, although some of the associated subthemes are more researched. In the references in Chuang et al [13] we found no papers on the topic of business value (searching on ‘value’); eight discussing measurement (‘metrics’, ‘measurement’); and none on claims or limitations (‘misconception’, ‘shortcoming’, ‘fail’, ‘hype’, ‘lack’, ‘claim’, ‘limitation’).

Challenge Wall participants identified 46 challenges on the theme of Claims and Limitations. Comments indicate a certain amount of frustration, but range over a number of topics, including:

‘Religious approach’;

‘Everyone wants to reinvent it’;

‘Throwing away some of the old useful ideas’; and

‘The lack of a project management framework for coordinating multiple teams and or work.’

And from the Survey findings:
While there is some literature about the concept of agility [6, 41], there is very little about misconceptions, hype and failure. Agile hype is discussed by Janes and Succi [42] who suggest agile has followed the Gartner Hype Cycle, and is stuck in the ‘Trough of Disillusionment’ as a result of what they call the ‘guru phenomenon’. In a grounded theory study of agile practitioners Hoda et al [43] identify agile hype and scepticism as factors that negatively affected customer involvement in agile projects. There are some discussions in the consultant literature [44], however we could find no empirical research that specifically focused on investigating this topic.

There is very little research into agile failure, another subtheme of Claims and Limitations. McAvoy and Butler [45] report the failure of a team to adopt an agile method, identifying ineffective decision-making and actions, which occurred as a result of the team’s desire to become more cohesive, as one of the key drivers of the failure. This is a gap, and has been mentioned by other researchers [13]. It is somewhat surprising as anecdotally it is not uncommon to hear stories of failure and organisational abandonment of agile.

We also compared our findings with the research areas Dingsøyr et al established in their 2008 preliminary roadmap paper [9] as goals for research achievements by 2015. They indicate some areas for priority in research: maturity, coverage, understanding and impact. They assess that research was having little impact on everyday practice in industry and suggest that “increased application of research methods like action research [36] can be helpful ensuring the relevance, and help provide a larger body of knowledge that can lead to a broader impact on industry.”

Research in the area has grown significantly [13], action research is being used [46, 47] and research may be getting more relevant and is definitely increasing the body of knowledge. However, some perspectives from our challenge list are:

‘That there is no academic research supporting the claimed success’; and,

‘It is isolated from many fields, e.g., a good research could be about bringing information visualisation theory and methods into agile project management in a systematic way.’

This suggests that even if research has been done, the gap between research and what industry wants to know has not yet been bridged.

4.4 Limitations
This paper is an extension of an earlier publication [7]. Additional empirical data from the case study adds depth of analysis and the survey extends and validates the previous findings. Overall limitations
for the generalisability of the research are related to the number and type of practitioners accessed and the venues at which data was collected. In all three studies the focus of data collection was not specifically at the level of the development team. Managers of various types are better represented than developers, analysts or testers in the Challenge Wall and Survey data and the challenge investigated in the Case Study did not impact on developers. Much of the work was undertaken in the UK, with a focus on the DSDM community. It is therefore likely that the data collected reflects manager-level perspectives more closely than developer perspectives, and because of this some concerns may not be represented.

This paper presents a snapshot of Agile challenges faced by the industry at one point in time. Further research with a broader and larger set of participants and additional methods such as workshops, round-table discussions, and focus groups would strengthen the findings.

5 Conclusions

If research is to have real impact in the practitioner community, researchers need to understand and address the challenges that this community faces. The research questions addressed in this paper help to inform this endeavour by mapping the landscape of current practitioner challenges, identifying the persistent yet evolving nature of challenges and illustrating the complexity that emerges when challenges are studied in an organizational context. Specifically, this work shows that:

1. The landscape of practitioner challenges is complex and the challenges are interlinked. Attempts by researchers to address these challenges need to recognise this and to treat the challenges in context rather than in isolation.

2. Some challenge areas have persisted for many years, and are just hard to address successfully. For example, identifying and measuring agile value, and understanding cultural change are highly contextual and complex. These challenge areas will continue to benefit from further research because it needs to keep abreast of cultural change.

3. Some challenge areas appear to have persisted for many years, but further analysis shows that their focus has changed, specifically towards organisational concerns. As agile is adopted outside the IT function some agile challenges become systemic. Further research and work with relevant disciplines needs to increase.

4. Practitioners are less concerned about adopting agile and more concerned about sustaining agile. The sustainability of agile has not been widely researched.

5. Other challenge areas have also not been widely researched, specifically governance, business engagement and transformation, failure, and the impact of claims and limitations. Future research would be beneficial in some of these areas, but it is not the answer to all of them as some would best
be addressed by further or different education and training – e.g. those challenges classified as misconceptions and hype.

6. Some challenge areas appear in the current landscape of challenges but have also been the subject of research studies, such as business and IT transformation, changing mindsets, finding the right people and scaling. This implies that the research being done is not having the expected impact. This suggests further dissemination of the results, or re-packaging of the results to encourage practitioner implementation.

Overall, the picture is one of a complex, multi-faceted and constantly changing landscape of practitioner challenges. In the last five years (between 2010 and 2015) concerns of sustainability and organizational context have grown, and these would benefit from both further research and improvements in knowledge transfer. Furthermore, given the complex nature of the challenge landscape, engaged Case Study research will continue to be of paramount importance.
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